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Abstract

Magnetic nanostructures provide the opportunity to investigate a number of
magnetic phenomena, and are of interest for their possible future applications
in technology. In this project, the ferromagnetic response (FMR) of magnetic
nanostructures to an electromagnetic excitation has been investigated using
the micromagnetic simulations program Mumax3. The magnetic nanostruc-
tures in question were lattices of stadium shaped magnetic islands known as
square arti�cial spin ice. They are often characterized by the vortex in which
four islands meet. Depending on the number of magnetic moment directed
inwards or outwards from the vortex, four main vortex types can be created
according to their magnetic energy. Lattices of square arti�cial spin ice can
exhibit arti�cial magnetic monopoles connected by Dirac strings.

Four con�gurations of square arti�cial spin ice were investigated: a single
stadium shaped island, two single vertices of di�erent types, a lattice of 24
magnetic islands with two di�erent spacings and types of center vertices, and
a lattice of 60 magnetic islands for the case of inserted Dirac strings. The
FMR spectra of these structures reveal several resonant modes of di�erent
intensities and frequencies. Of particular interest is the relationship between
the intensity of a particular resonant mode and the number of inserted stings
of reversed magnetization for the 4-by-4 lattice.
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Sammanfattning

Magnetiska nanostrukturer är intressanta som forskningsobjekt då de både
erbjuder möjligheter att undersöka en mängd magnetiska fenomen och tillämp-
ningsmöjligheter i form av spintronik, det vill säga elektronik som även tar
hänsyn till elektronernas spin och inte enbart deras laddning. Inom ramen för
detta projekt har undersökts hur ferromagnetiska nanostrukturer svarat på
en tidsberoende, elektromagnetisk excitation med hjälp av mikromagnetiska
simuleringar i programmet Mumax3. På detta sätt har ferromagnetiska reso-
nansspektrum för strukturerna erhållits. De nanostrukturer som undersökts
är av en typ som kallas arti�ciell spinn-is, det vill säga system av stadium-
formade magnetiska öar med dipolegenskaper. Man karaktäriserar ofta dessa
med den nod i vilken fyra öar möts. Beroende på riktningen på öarnas mag-
netiska moment kan noderna kategoriseras efter energi. I de fall där tre av
fyra magnetiska moment är riktade inåt eller ut från en nod fungerar den som
en arti�ciell magnetisk laddning. Om dessa placeras i ett system av arti�ciell
spinn-is sammanbinds de av en sträng av öar med omvänd magnetisering, en
Dirac-sträng.

I detta projekt har fyra strukturtyper undersökts: en enkel stadiumfor-
mad ö, två enkla system bestående av en nod av typ I och II, ett system av
24 magnetiska öar med två olika avstånd mellan öarna och ett system med 60
magnetiska öar i vilket e�ekten av Diracsträngar undersöktes. De ferromag-
netiska resonansspektrum som erhållits visar på �ertalet resonansfrekvenser
för de olika strukturerna. Av särskilt intresse är det samband som funnits
mellan antalet öar som igår i en Dirac-sträng och intensiteten hos en speci�k
peak i spektrumet för systemet av 60 öar.
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1 Introduction

Technological advances during the recent years have made the manufactur-
ing of lithographically fabricated lattices of the so called magnetic islands

possible [?]. Magnetic islands can have any arbitrary shape, but the most
common ones are the circular and the stadium shaped. They interact only via
dipolar interactions. When the islands fabricated from magnetic materials
are of nanometerscale sizes, they can be described as nanomagnets. Lattices
composed of these nanomagnets arranged in regular arrays exhibit some in-
teresting properties, such as a dynamic response to an external excitation,
which will be investigated in this report. One of the simplest cases of such a
lattice is a square arti�cial spin ice structure, but there are also examples of
more complex structures such as the hexagonal Kagome lattice. These kinds
of structures exhibit a property known as frustration.

The study of magnetic nanostructures is not only an interesting research
topic itself, but also paves the way for future applications in technology.
The magnetic systems investigated in this report are of a possible interest
for applications in spintronics, that unlike conventional electronics which is
solely based on the electric charge of materials also takes the spin of unpaired
electrons into account. Possible devices based on spintronics are of interest
for information technology, such as in data storage, recording media, and
computer memory (as MRAM) [?], [?], [?]. Since nanostructured magnetic
materials can be tuned to exhibit resonance frequencies in a radio frequency
range, other possible applications are in the �eld of radio communication and
information processing [?]. Advantages compared to conventional electronics
would be smaller sizes and lower energy losses [?]. All improvements of
information technology are highly relevant in the today's society, and even
more so if these o�ers the possibility of being more energy e�cient.

1.1 Objective

The objective of this project is described below. For the description of the
concepts mentioned herein, see chapter 4. A schematic drawing of the shapes
and structures investigated in this project can be found in �gure 1.

The overall aim of this work is to investigate the ferromagnetic resonances
of lattices of square arti�cial spin ice using micromagnetic simulations. More
speci�cally, the objective of this project is to study the stadium shaped island
lattices with 3-by-3 and 4-by-4 vertices. In order to get a better understand-
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ing of the features of the FMR spectra of these, the same investigation will
be made for single stadium shaped islands of di�erent dimensions and two
single vertices of type I and type II.

Firstly, the e�ect of the inter-island spacing on the ferromagnetic reso-
nance spectra of such lattices will be investigated. Secondly, the e�ect of
topological defects introduced in a square arti�cial spin ice lattice of type
II vertices by magnetization reversal in selected islands will be investigated.
This part of the study will be carried out by changing the number of defects
inserted into the lattice and investigating how the ferromagnetic resonance
spectrum is a�ected. The increase in the number of defects corresponds to
the lattice magnetization reversal from type II-vertices to type I-vertices.

(a) The stadium shaped

building block of the lat-

tice.
(b) The characteristic

vortex element.

(c) An example of a lat-

tice of square arti�cial

spin ice.

Figure 1: Schematic drawings of the main structures investigated in this
project: the stadium shaped island, the characteristic vortex element and
the square arti�cial spin ice lattice.

2 Theoretical background

2.1 General concepts of magnetism

Amoving electric charge, such as an electron, creates a magnetic �eld whereas
a stationary electric charges only creates an electric �eld. The spin of an
electron can be thought of as an intrinsic movement (or more speci�cally, an
intrinsic angular momentum) of an electric charge. For electrons bound in
atoms, the orbital motion of the electrons around the nucleus has to be taken
into account as well. These orbital motions are sometimes called Ampèrian
currents, since they can be described as small current loops [?] [?].
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The spin and orbital momentum of the unpaired electrons in atoms give
rise to a magnetic moment. The most fundamental description of a magnetic
moment is given as a current loop of an in�nitesimal length in a speci�ed
direction, i.e. a vector. This can also be described as a magnetic dipole [?],
[?], [?], [?].

Thus, a two- or three dimensional magnetic structure can have a macro-
scopic magnetic moment caused by the microscopic magnetic moments of
its constituents. The magnetization of a material is de�ned as the magnetic
moment per unit volume. A sample of material that has a net magnetization
in a speci�c direction can be treated as a macroscopic dipole [?], [?], [?].

When placed in an external magnetic �eld, a torque acts on magnetic
dipoles. This causes the dipole to align parallel to the external �eld since this
is the least energy state. When magnetic moments are not aligned with an
external �ed, they are associated with a potential magnetic energy described
in equation 1 [?], [?]:

Ep “ ´mHcosθ (1)

If more than one dipole are placed close to one another, they can be
a�ected by the �eld from the others. This is known as dipole interaction or
dipole coupling. The e�ect depends on the orientation of the dipoles as well
as the distance between them[?], [?].

Magnetic domains are regions in magnetic materials in which magnetiza-
tion is aligned. The border between two domains is known as a domain wall.
If the magnetization of two neighboring domains are opposite to one another,
the most common type of domain wall is the Bloch wall. In a Bloch wall, the
magnetization rotates out of the plane of the domain. It is also possible for
the magnetic moments to rotate in the plane of the domain. This is known
as a Néel wall. A more thorough description of these can be found in [?],
[?], [?].

If a sample is placed in an external �eld, it can respond in di�erent ways
to it. This creates di�erent magnetizations and magnetic �elds inside of the
sample. The rate of change in magnetization over the change of the Hin-
�eld (that is, the magnetic �eld inside of the sample) is a property known as
magnetic susceptibility (see equation 2) [?], [?].

χ “
BM

BHin

(2)
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Materials in which the magnetization of the domains align with an exter-
nal �eld are called ferromagnetic materials. They have a positive susceptibil-
ity. Other materials that do not exhibit this property can still be classi�ed
with respect to the ordering of the spins in the material. A more detailed
description of these materials is however beyond the scope of this report and
can be found in [?] [?].

It takes a di�erent amount of energy to magnetize a crystalline material
in di�erent directions. The axes along which it costs least and most energy
to magnetize the material are called the easy and hard axis, respectively.
This property is sometimes referred to as magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The
magnetocrystalline anisotropy is purely material dependent.

The shape anisotropy depends on the shape of the magnetic structure
and the stray �elds it gives rise to. In thin �lms, shape anisotropy make
it energetically favorable for the magnetization to be in the plane of the
structure. The magnetization is further con�ned by the shape and size of
the nanostructure that is fabricated from the �lm. In the stadium shaped
islands, the magnetization point along the long axes of the island [?].

Contrary to the electric dipoles that split into two monopoles of opposite
charge, a magnetic dipole cannot be separated into magnetic monopoles. In
fact, no magnetic monopoles have so far been observed in nature. This can
also be concluded from a comparison of Maxwell's equations for electro- and
magnetostatics as stated in equation 3:

∇ ¨ E “ ρ

ε0
∇ˆ E “ ´

B B

Bt
(3a)

∇ ¨B “ 0 ∇ˆB “ µ0J` µ0ε0
BE

Bt
(3b)

E and B represent the electric or magnetic �eld in question, J is the
electric current density, ρ is the electric charge density, µ0 is the permeability
of free space, and ε0 is the permittivity of free space.

The similarities between electrodynamics and magnetodynamics is re-
�ected by the symmetry of these equations. However, there are two striking
di�erences: the divergence to zero of B and the seemingly missing term for
current in the expression for the curl of E. E converges into and diverges
away from positive and negative charges respectively. B has no such sources.
Rather, the �eld lines of B form closed �eld lines. This re�ects the absence
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of magnetic charges in nature. So does the term including J in the expres-
sion for the curl of B, which shows that induced magnetic �elds form loops
around electric currents [?] [?].

However, theoretical studies of magnetic monopoles were done as early as
1931 by Paul Dirac. By quantum mechanical analysis, he found that if there
were in fact any magnetic monopoles, all electric charge would be quantized,
which is what we observe. This led Dirac to propose a model for the magnetic
monopole, where the magnetic monopoles are con�ned to the ends of a Dirac
string [?].

Arti�cial magnetic monopoles of the Dirac monopole-type can be detected
as topological defects in the arti�cial spin ice structures. By necessity, a
positive and a negative monopole appear as a pair in a lattice in order to
conserve its charge [?]. In a square arti�cial spin ice, a type III vortex of 3-
in-1-out con�guration corresponds to a positive charge whereas a 1-in-3-out
con�guration corresponds to a negative charge (see �gure 2 ). Studies of these
phenomena using micromagnetic simulations have been performed by Gliga
et al.(2013), who found that the presence of arti�cial magnetic monopoles is
clearly detectable in a mode spectrum [?]. The signi�cance of the monopole
density in an arti�cial square spin ice lattice was investigated by Xie et
al. (2015). Their �ndings indicate that for a low monopole density, the
e�ective Coulomb interaction, analogous to the case for electric charges, and
the tension of the Dirac string have the largest impact on the magnetization
dynamics of the magnetization of the lattice [?].

The approach of using micromagnetic simulations for the investigation
of the dynamics of micromagnetic nanostructures has been used by several
groups in the recent years. Among them are Huber and Grundler (2011) who
investigated the response of circular nanodisks using micromagnetic simula-
tions and how that knowledge can be used to control the propagation velocity
of GHz microwaves in magnonic crystals [?]. Jung�eish et al. (2016) com-
pared the results of micromagnetic simulations and experiments in order to
investigate the dynamic response of square arti�cial spin ice lattices and
found a range of GHz modes originating from the state of the individual is-
land [?]. Further studies of the band structure of arti�cial square spin ices,
taking a semianalytical approach, were done by Iacocca et al (2016) [?].
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2.2 Square arti�cial spin ice

Frustration is a property found in various physical systems and means that
such a system does not have one single lowest-energy state. In nature, this
property is found for example in water ice, where the frustration is due to
entropy, and rare-earth pyrochlores, where magnetic ions fall into a tetrahe-
dral shape and the frustration is due to the geometry. The latter materials
are known as spin ices. More information on these can be found for example
in [?] [?].

Two-dimensional analogues of spin ice are fabricated arti�cial spin ices.
These have proven to be useful model systems for the investigation of the
physics of frustrated materials. Usually they consist of patterned lattices of
stadium shaped magnetic islands fabricated out of magnetic thin �lms by
means of electron-beam lithography [?]. The elongated shape of the island
induces shape anisotropy and thus the magnetic moments are aligned along
the long axis of the island. Arti�cial spin ices where nearest neighbor islands
are perpendicular to one another and second nearest neighbor are parallel
are called square arti�cial spin ices. These are often studied with respect to
the vertex in which they meet. It is the dipole coupling between the islands
that form the frustration in these materials . Since every four islands meet
in each vortex, there are sixteen con�gurations possible for magnetization
direction at a vortex [?] [?] [?].

Figure 2: The 16 di�erent con�gurations of square arti�cial spin ice.

The interaction energy depends on the con�guration of magnetic mo-
ments pointing in or out of the vortex. It is energetically favorable for the
magnetic moments to be ordered so that for every pair of moments, one is
pointing inwards the center of the vortex an one is pointing outwards from
it. The possible con�gurations can be put in groups labeled I to IV in order
of increasing energy (see �gure 2). These are sometimes referred to as 2 in-2
out, 3 in-1 out etc. according to the direction of the magnetic moments. The
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higher energy of type II then type I is due to the net magnetic moment of
the type II vortex, which the type I vortex does not exhibit. Type III and
type IV vertices possess an arti�cial magnetic charge, which give them higher
energy than the two lowest states [?], [?].

2.3 Dynamics

The applied time-dependent �eld causes the magnetic moments in a sample
to precess about its direction. The torque acting on the magnetic dipole is
expressed by the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert torque equation

dM

dx
“ γLL

1

1` α2
pÝÑm ˆ

ÝÑ
B eff ` αpÝÑm ˆ pÝÑm ˆ

ÝÑ
B eff qqq (4)

The constant γLL is a gyromagnetic ratio (rad/Ts) and α is the dimen-
sionless Gilbert damping constant. As the name suggests, α describes the
energy losses in the magnetic material that cause the precessional motion to
slow down. Beff is the e�ective magnetic �eld and consists of contributions
from any static magnetic �elds, the dynamic magnetic �eld (or excitation),
and the internal �eld, to which magnetocrystalline and shape anisotropies
contribute.

This torque is a time derivative of the magnetization itself and solving it
is commonly used to evaluate the time evolution of the magnetization in a
solid [?], [?].

2.4 Ferromagnetic resonance

When placed in an external magnetic �eld, a magnetic dipole tends to line its
magnetic moment parallel to the external �eld since this is the lowest energy-
state. Since a magnetic dipole is associated with an angular momentum,
instead of simply align with the external �eld, the dipole starts to precess
around its direction. The precession has an angular frequency proportional to
the applied magnetic �eld by γLL ¨B. This also holds for magnetic structures
composed of more than one magnetic dipole [?].

When an excitation in the form of a time dependent electromagnetic wave
is applied onto a material sample, a ferromagnetic resonance is observed
when the frequency of the applied excitation matches the natural frequency
of the material. At this frequency, the resonance frequency, the material
absorbs energy of the applied excitation. This phenomenon is the basis for
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the investigation of the dynamic response of the magnetic system to the
external time-varying excitation [?] [?].

2.5 Micromagnetic simulations and Mumax3

Computational simulations have become a useful tool and complement to
conventional experiments when investigating many magnetic systems. They
provide means to investigate structures composed of elements at length scales
of nanometers that may be di�cult to study experimentally, but also the pos-
sibility to discover new phenomena that may later be investigated in physical
experiments. In this study, simulations were performed using the micromag-
netics simulation program Mumax3. This is an open-source software that
allows simulations of time and space-dependent evolution of magnetization
in micromagnetic structures. Mumax3 is GPU-accelerated, which means it
can perform simulations of relatively large structures in a time-e�cient way
using relatively inexpensive equipment [?] [?].

Depending on the material that is to be simulated, material parameters
such as the saturation magnetization Msat and exchange sti�ness Aex are
stated in the simulation code. From these, the exchange length lex can be
calculated as in equation 5.

lex “

g

f

f

e

Aex

1

2
¨ µ0 ¨M2

sat

(5)

The exchange length is the length below which the e�ects of interaction
between atoms dominate the e�ects from external �elds. When setting up
a micromagnetic simulation, it is recommended to use a cell size that is
less than 75 % of the exchange length. If not, the detection of details of
the simulations will not be reliable [?] [?]. The exact value of the cellsize
has to be de�ned from a cellsize test. This is performed to get a better
understanding for how the size of the cells a�ect the results and performed by
monitoring some property, for example, the coercive �eld or the remanence
magnetization, and plot this against cellsize. This should converge to a
constant value for some speci�c cellsize. This is described in more detail in
[?].

Other important factors to consider when setting up a simulation are
those concerning the simulation mesh. A world size is chosen so that it is
larger than the magnetic structure in order to include stray-�elds, avoid any
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unwanted edge-e�ects and retain symmetry in all directions. The size of the
discretization elements, or the cells, also has to be de�ned. In Mumax3,
the discretization is made using the �nite-di�erence discretization method
and discretization elements in the shape of a cuboid. Depending on the
simulation, di�erent cell sizes may be suitable. One should also consider the
number of cells in a simulation. It is preferable to use a number that can be
expressed in powers of two (or some other small prime number) in order to
have e�cient computations in Mumax3 [?].

The dynamics of the magnetic structures is evaluated as the time evolu-
tion of the magnetization. The Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation resulting in
the torque described in equation 4 is solved in Mumax3. More information
on Mumax3 can be found in [?].

3 Methodology

This project consists of FMR investigations on four kinds of structures. The
method to study these cases is in principle the same, which is why it will be
described in general before the speci�c cases are treated in more detail.

1. The single island of di�erent dimensions.

2. The two single vertices of type I and type II.

3. The lattice of 3-by-3 vertices, with the investigation made for the center
vortex being changed for all four types. In addition, this was performed
for a case of strong and weak interactions between islands respectively.

4. A framed lattice of 4-by-4 vertices of type II with respect to the e�ect
of Dirac strings composed of islands of reversed magnetization inserted
on the structure.

3.1 Model

The simulated structure in this project were the square arti�cial spin ice
lattices using characteristic parameters of permalloy (Py), an alloy of 20
% iron and 80 % nickel with suitable properties for fabricating magnetic
structures of this kind. Employed values of the saturation magnetization
Msat and exchange sti�ness Aex were 8 ¨ 105A{m and 1.3 ¨ 10´11J{m. The
exchange length of permalloy, calculated using equation 5, is 5.67 nm.
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The investigated systems consist of square lattices of stadium shaped Py-
islands with sizes indicated in �gure 3. The edge-to-edge spacing A was set
to 75 nm for the case when strongly interacting islands were simulated, which
corresponds to the shortest distance between nearest neighbor islands, B, to
be equal to 20 nm. For a weakly interacting case, these distances were 120
nm and 69.70 nm. This gives a lattice constant of 334.85 nm and 369.70 nm
respectively. The 3-by-3 vertices lattice was composed of 24 islands whereas
the 4-by-4 vertices lattice was composed of 60 islands. The world sizes used
were 2218.2 nm and 1478.8 nm for the two di�erent cases. The cellsizes used
were 2.17ˆ 2.17ˆ 5nm3 for all cases.

(a) The stadium shaped building

block of the lattice.

(b) The characteristic vortex element.

Figure 3: Schematic drawing showing: a) the building block of the lattice,
the stadium shaped (Py) island and b) characteristic vortex element in a
square arti�cial spin ice lattice.

3.2 Setup and simulations

The ferromagnetic resonance simulation of the di�erent arrangements of
square arti�cial spin ice-structures was simulated using Mumax3. The script
for this as well as the Matlab script used for data processing can be found in
appendix 1 and 2.

Values for Msat and Aex are implemented in the Mumax3 script as well
as the formula for exchange length 5 . The maximum allowed length for the
cellsize was set up to be a fraction of this value. In this project, the maximum
cellsize was de�ned to be 52 % of the exchange length.
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Periodic boundary conditions, (PBC(x, y, z)), was included in the sim-
ulations in this project. In the directions chosen for PBCs, the exchange
interactions wrap around the simulations in order to avoid unwanted edge
e�ects and to perform the simulation on a virtually larger system. A world
size was de�ned to include the structures simulated and allow for the symme-
try needed to really have periodicity when the PBC is applied. The number
of cells was chosen as the previous power of two of the world size over the
maximum cellsize, and the cellsize was de�ned as the world size over the
number of cells (see appendix 7.1).

After setting up sizes, shapes and material parameters, the ground state
of the system was obtained by using the relax function in Mumax3. This
function stops the magnetic moments from precessing and instead have the
e�ective magnetic �eld working towards lowering the energy of the system.
When the energy value no longer can be discerned from the general numerical
noise, the relax -function starts to monitor the value of the torque. In energy
states close to the equilibrium, the torque decreases monotonically and is less
a�ected by noise. When the torque in its turn cannot be distinguished from
the noise, relax decreases the value of the highest allowed error at each time
step until it reaches 10´9. At this point, we are as close to the ground state
as we will be.

The square arti�cial spin ice structures were excited using a pulse of a
sinc-function of the general form:

Bptq “ A ¨ sincpωpt´ t0qq “ A ¨
sinpωpt´ t0qq

pωpt´ t0qq
(6)

The amplitude of the excitation was set to 1 mT and the excitation band-
width used was 30 GHz. The duration time for the simulation was set to 30
ns in order to obtain a good resolution. The sinc pulse was applied perpen-
dicular to the plane of the sample.

The Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the sinc function is a box function
that covers the frequency bandwidth chosen for the simulation. This way, the
magnetization evolution in time obtained during FMR simulation is trans-
ferred to a frequency domain. Then the information about the excitation
frequencies which triggers the resonance in the system is obtained as a plot
of magnetization response to a range of frequencies. The data obtained as
output from Mumax3 was imported to Matlab where the FFT and plotting of
the data were made. The data processing was based on Matlab tools for the
FFT of FMR-simulations written by Agne Ciuciulkaite [?] [?], however mod-
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i�ed to suit this particular study. In order to better display any small shifts
in magnetization that may be of interest, the logarithm of the magnetization
was used for plotting.

In all cases investigated in this project, with one exception, the magneti-
zation of the islands was set manually to a speci�c direction. The exception
being the case of a lattice of 3-by-3 islands, for which all islands save the cen-
ter vortex was set to a random magnetization, which subsequently relaxed
into a type II-state for the cases investigated.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Stadium shaped islands

The results of the FMR investigation of single stadium shaped islands of
di�erent measurements are shown in �gure 4a and 4b.

(a) FMR spectra for a single sta-

dium shaped island of di�erent

lengths.

(b) FMR spectra for a single sta-

dium shaped island of di�erent

widths.

Figure 4: Results from the investigation of the stadium shaped islands of
di�erent measurements. Legend indicate the long and short axis in nm.

The investigation of the dependence of the length of the long axis shown
in �gure 4a reveals two main modes for a single stadium shaped island: a
peak of high amplitude at between 7.0 and 9.0 GHz and a mode of lower
amplitude at frequencies between 1.0 and 2.0 GHz. With decreasing length
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of the long axis, the amplitude of the high frequency peak decreases. It also
gets shifted towards lower frequencies. There are also shifts in the position
and amplitude for the lower frequency peak. the trend for these are not
clearly detectable.

The results for the investigation of the e�ect of the length of the short
axis shows even more pronounced di�erences compared to the results from
the investigation of the dependence of the length of the long axis. The
thinnest case, an axis of 50 nm, have a high amplitude peak at 10.7 GHz and
a lower amplitude peak at 4.9 GHz. With increasing width, the amplitude
and frequency of the both the highest and the lower peak decrease. The
wider the island, the more pronounced a shoulder to the left of the highest
peak becomes. For widths of approximately 150 nm, it is clearly visible as
an individual peak. The widest sample investigated, 200 nm, exhibits one
additional shoulder at the main peak. This case is also shifted back to higher
frequencies.

4.2 Single vertices

For the reference, the FMR spectrum of the single vertices of type I and type
II and one single stadium shape were investigated. The results of these are
shown in �gure 5a.

The FMR spectrum for the type I vortex exhibits its strongest resonance
for 9.3 GHz approximately. There are two lower frequency modes at 1.5 GHz
and at 5.0 GHz as well as a shoulder at 7.4 GHz.

The FMR spectrum for the type II has its highest peak at approximately
8.0 GHz. It has a lower frequency and amplitude than the highest peak for the
type I vortex. Other peaks are found at 5.6 GHz and 1.7 GHz, respectively.
The type II spectrum does not exhibit the shoulder mode as clearly as the
type I spectrum does.

The spectra for both vortex types show a strong resemblance to the spec-
trum of the single stadium shaped island of the same size as used to compose
the vertices themselves. Both the spectrum for the type I and type II vortex
exhibit a mode at frequencies between 4.0 and 6.0 GHz that is not seen in
the spectrum for the single island. One can thus conclude that these peaks
are due to interactions.

As stated in section 4.1, a vortex of type II is of higher energy than a
vortex of type I. Therefore, the di�erence in peak height, i.e. intensity, and
frequency for the maximum peak for type I and type II seem counterintuitive.
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(a) FMR spectra for single ver-

tices of type I and type II.

(b) Magnetization for type I and

type II vertices.

Figure 5: Results from the investigation of single vertices of type I and II
and a single stadium shaped island.

However, �gure 5b shows that the stray �eld bifurcate and result in a stronger
dipole interaction between two pairs of nearest neighbor islands for type II.
The dipole interactions for type I are much less pronounced and seem more
evenly distributed among neighboring islands. Type II has a net magnetic
moment at a 450 angle with the vertical. This could possibly self-impose a
�eld from the vortex con�guration onto itself, which could cause the shift
and di�erence in peak intensity in the FMR spectra.

4.3 3-by-3 vertices

The FMR spectra for a 3-by-3 lattice of strongly and weakly interacting
islands are given in �gure 6. In �gure 7, a comparison is made between
the strongly and weakly interacting cases for each type of center vortex. A
schematic picture of the simulated structure is shown in �gure 7b.

In �gure 7, the most intense peak at 9.1 GHz is seen in the FMR spectra
for all cases. The peak is slightly shifted towards the lower frequencies for
the weakly interacting cases. For the case of strongly interacting islands,
a new peak, not observed for the cases of interacting islands, emerges at
approximately 6.2 GHz. Both cases exhibit a shoulder at the main peak,
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which could be a traces from the single islands that the structure is built
from. The shoulder is, however, weaker in the FMR spectra for strongly
interacting cases.

At lower frequencies, the FMR spectrum for the weakly interacting cases
exhibit a peak at 4.1 GHz, that is not present in the spectra for strongly
interacting cases. A peak at 2.7 GHz is, however, seen in the spectra for
weakly interacting cases.

(a) FMR spectra for weakly in-

teracting islands.

(b) FMR spectra for interacting

islands.

Figure 6: FMR spectra for a lattice of 3-by-3 vortices; strongly and weakly
interacting islands

The comparison of the di�erent types of center vertices for the case of
strongly interacting islands in �gure 6.b exhibit a decreasing amplitude for
the peak at 6.2 GHz, where the lattice with the type I center vortex exhibits
the highest amplitude followed by type IV, type III and type II in descending
order. The same order in peak intensity can be found for the 9.1 GHz peak,
though the di�erence is not as pronounced as for the 6.3 GHz frequency
peak. This graph also reveals a shoulder peak at 5.2 GHz for the type II
center vortex that is not seen for any of the other vortex centers.

There is a larger coherence between the graphs for weakly interacting is-
lands in �gure 6.a. The case for a center vortex of type IV has a slightly lower
amplitude at the 9.1 GHz peak than the other cases. It also exhibits more
oscillations for lower frequencies. There is some di�erences in the amplitude
of the peak at 4.1 GHz, reminiscent of the di�erence in amplitude for the 6.2
peak for the strongly interacting cases. The lattices with a center of type II
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or III give a stronger response than type I and IV.
When comparing �gure 6.a and 6.b, one can see that the FMR spectra for

lattices of weakly interacting islands are less a�ected by the type of center
vortex inserted into the lattice. For the weakly interacting cases, the changes
in the FMR spectra are much less pronounced than for the interacting cases
depending on the change of center vortex.
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(a) Comparison of FMR spectra of lattice

composed of strongly and weakly inter-

acting islands.

(b) The lattice of 3-by-

3 islands simulated. The

center island is set to

type I (top) to type IV

(bottom) in descending

order.

Figure 7: Results for a lattice of 3-by-3 vertices.
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4.4 4-by-4 vertices

(a) A string of three

islands inserted.

(b) A string of six is-

lands inserted.

(c) Two strings of

four islands inserted.

Figure 8: Three examples of lattices of 4-by-4 vertices with inserted strings
of reversed magnetization. The cases not pictured are made analogously.

The result of the FMR measurements for a 4-by-4 vortex lattice is shown
in �gure 9a and 9b.

(a) FMR specta of 4-

by-4 lattice

(b) Close up on the

region of interest.

Figure 9: FMR spectra of a lattice 4-by-4 vertices and di�erent numbers of
islands with reversed magnetization inserted.

A peak at approximately 6.2 GHz marks the highest frequency resonant
mode and is not a�ected by the inserted Dirac strings, except for the 2x2-case,
that has an amplitude shift over the whole frequency range. For frequencies
approximately between 0 and 1.9 GHz, the strings of an uneven number of
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islands show an oscillating behavior that the strings with even number of
islands do not exhibit.

At approximately 2.6 GHz, another resonant mode can be observed. This
one is lower in amplitude compared to the peaks for higher frequencies. How-
ever, it is worth noting that this mode is present for all lattices where some
vertices of type II is inserted, but not in the reference state-lattice composed
of only type I vertices.

Another prominent peak is located at approximately 4.3 GHz. The �gure
indicates a clear trend of a decrease in the amplitude of this mode propor-
tional to the number of islands of reversed magnetization. The reference
state of type I does not exhibit a mode at this frequency. An explanation for
this is that with increasing number of strings of reversed magnetization the
state approaches the reference state. The relationship between the ampli-
tude of the 4.3 GHz resonant mode and the number of islands with reversed
magnetization is shown in �gure 10. There seems to be a linear relationship
where the amplitude of the 4.3 GHz mode is proportional to the number of
elements of reversed magnetization for the case when all islands of reversed
magnetization are connected in one string. For the case of two strings, the
situation is more complicated. The high amplitude of the 2x2-case hints
at a non-linear relationship. Further investigations are however needed to
determine this.

Figure 10: The relationship between the peak height and number of islands
of reversed magnetization.
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5 Conclusions

From this FMR investigation of nanomagnetic structures using micromag-
netic simulations, a number of interesting phenomena can be observed. In
general, the ferromagnetic resonance spectra of a square arti�cial spin ice
lattice exhibit a maximum peak after which the intensity of the response de-
cay monotonously. At lower frequencies, there are additional modes present
for several of the structures that have been investigated in this project.

An FMR investigation of the single stadium shaped magnetic island reveal
a strong dependence on the dimensions of the island. The e�ect of the width,
that is the short axis, is particularly prominent. It is also the origin of the
shoulder observed in several further cases. In general, a larger length-to-
width ratio result in a main peak of higher amplitude and frequency.

The investigation of single vertices show a lower frequency mode both in
intensity and amplitude in the FMR spectra for type II compared to type I.
This seems counterintuitive, but is a result of the strong dipole coupling (as
seen in �gure 5.b) between islands in the type II vortex.

The investigation of a lattice of 3-by-3 vertices shows a common peak
at 9.1 GHz both for the stongly and weakly interacting cases. The largest
di�erence between these are the presence of an additional mode at 6.2 GHz
for the strongly interacting but not for the weakly interacting case. A number
of low frequency modes can also be observed. A result that make intuitive
sense is that the FMR spectra of lattices of weakly interacting islands are less
a�ected by the type of center vortex inserted, which can be seen in �gures
6.a and 6.b.

The highest intensity peak for the lattice of 4-by-4 vertices is found at 6.2
GHz. There is also a peak of high intensity for 4.3 GHz as well as a shoulder
at 2.6 GHz. The latter is not present in the reference state of only type I
vertices. The investigation of the lattice of 4-by-4 vertices shows a linear
relationship between the height of the peak at 4.3 GHz and the number of
islands of reversed magnetization introduced in the system when these are
all connected. This could in principle be used to detect islands of reversed
magnetization in such a lattice by investigating the intensity of this particular
peak. As can be seen from �gure 9a, the lattice composed solely of type I
vertices has a lower intensity for the 4.3 GHz-frequency. For cases when the
islands of reversed magnetization are split into more than one string, the
relationship seems to be more complicated and need further investigations.
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6 Outlook

Drawing on the �ndings of this project, there are several ways to progress
in the investigations of micromagnetic systems. Natural next steps would
be the expansion of the lattice to 5-by-5 or 6-by-6 islands, so that the ef-
fect of additional reversed islands could be investigated. Also, the physical
experiment corresponding to these simulations could be performed. At the
division of material physics at Uppsala University, this will be possible using
the dynaMOKE set up. A schematic drawing of this is shown in �gure 11.

For further simulations, another possibility is to add external �elds in the
FMR simulations and observe how the response of the lattice changes. The
spatial FFT of the obtained FMR spectra could also be performed in order
to investigate the origin of certain intensity modes. This means to record the
magnetization state of every island at each point in time, and perform FFT
for every cell in the system. In this way, it would be possible to investigate
the e�ect of framing a lattice with edges, and to compare the response of
islands at di�erent positions in the lattice, i.e islands in the center of the
lattice and islands on the edges of the lattice.

Figure 11: Schematic drawing of the dynaMOKE set up.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Mumax3 code

The script stated below is the one used for simulations of a lattice of 3-by-3
vertices. The �rst and largest part of the script is dedicated to the set-up of
the lattice, whereas the last part of the script contains the simulation of an
FMR investigation of said lattice.
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///Material parameters (for permalloy) /// 

Msat = 8e+5 

Aex = 13e-12 

alpha= 0.05 

lex:=sqrt(13e-12/(0.5*mu0*pow(8e+5, 2))) //exchange length 

///// Geometrical parameters ///// 

diam:=100e-9 //diameter of "circle part"// 

radius:=diam/2    

l:=200e-9   //Length of "rectangle part"// 

w:=100e-9   //Width of "rectangle part"// 

c:=15e-9    //Thickness 

// Stadium shape// 

circleleft:=circle(diam).transl(-l/2,0,0)  

circleright:=circle(diam).transl(l/2,0,0) 

rectangle:=rect(l,w) 

diag:=20e-9  // "Diagonal" distance between islands(edge 

to edge)// 

diagdiam:= diag+2*radius   //"Diagonal" distance from circle  

   center to center // 

dist1a:=diagdiam/(sqrt(2)) // Distance from circle center to vortex 

center // 

dist1:=dist1a+(l/2)        // Distance from island center to vortex 

centre // 

dist2:=2*dist1             // Distance from island center to center// 

 

//world size// 

gridx := 4*dist2  

gridy := gridx  

gridz := c 

lmax:=0.52*lex // The upper boundary for the cell size// 

Nx :=2*pow(2, ilogb(gridx/lmax))  

Ny :=2*pow(2, ilogb(gridy/lmax))  

Nz :=1*pow(2, ilogb(gridz/lmax)) 

SetGridSize(Nx, Ny, Nz) 

setcellsize(gridx/Nx, gridy/Ny, gridz/Nz) 

setPBC(5,5,0) //Set periodic boundary conditions// 

////////// Set lattice of 3-by-3 vertices ////////// 

//// x-rows //// 

islandx:=rectangle.add(circleleft).add(circleright) 

island22x:=islandx.transl(-dist1, 0, 0) 

island11x:=island22x.transl(-dist2, -dist2, 0) 

island12x:=island22x.transl(0, -dist2, 0) 

island13x:=island22x.transl(dist2, -dist2, 0) 

island14x:=island22x.transl(2*dist2, -dist2, 0) 

island21x:=island22x.transl(-dist2, 0, 0) 

//island22x defined above 

island23x:=island22x.transl(dist2, 0, 0) 

island24x:=island22x.transl(2*dist2, 0, 0) 

island31x:=island22x.transl(-dist2, dist2, 0) 

island32x:=island22x.transl(0, dist2, 0) 



island33x:=island22x.transl(dist2, dist2, 0) 

island34x:=island22x.transl(2*dist2, dist2, 0) 

x_islands:=island11x.add(island12x).add(island13x).add(island14x).add(i

sland21x).add(island22x).add(island23x).add(island24x).add(island31x).a

dd(island32x).add(island33x).add(island34x) 

 

///// y-rows //// 

islandy:=islandx.rotz(pi/2) 

island32y:=islandy.transl(0, dist1, 0) 

island11y:=island32y.transl(-dist2, -2*dist2, 0) 

island12y:=island32y.transl(0, -2*dist2, 0) 

island13y:=island32y.transl(dist2, -2*dist2, 0) 

island21y:=island32y.transl(-dist2, -dist2, 0) 

island22y:=island32y.transl(0, -dist2, 0) 

island23y:=island32y.transl(dist2, -dist2, 0) 

island31y:=island32y.transl(-dist2,0, 0) 

///island32y defined above 

island33y:=island32y.transl(dist2, 0, 0) 

island41y:=island32y.transl(-dist2, dist2, 0) 

island42y:=island32y.transl(0, dist2, 0) 

island43y:=island32y.transl(dist2, dist2, 0) 

y_islands:=island11y.add(island12y).add(island13y).add(island21y).add(i

sland22y).add(island23y).add(island31y).add(island32y).add(island33y).a

dd(island41y).add(island42y).add(island43y) 

 

sqspinice:=x_islands.add(y_islands) 

setGeom(sqspinice) 

save(geom) 

 

DefRegion(1, island11x) 

DefRegion(2, island12x) 

DefRegion(3, island13x) 

DefRegion(4, island14x) 

DefRegion(5, island21x) 

DefRegion(6, island22x) 

DefRegion(7, island23x) 

DefRegion(8, island24x) 

DefRegion(9, island31x) 

DefRegion(10, island32x) 

DefRegion(11, island33x) 

DefRegion(12, island34x) 

DefRegion(13, island11y) 

DefRegion(14, island12y) 

DefRegion(15, island13y) 

DefRegion(16, island21y) 

DefRegion(17, island22y) 

DefRegion(18, island23y) 

DefRegion(19, island31y) 

DefRegion(20, island32y) 

DefRegion(21, island33y) 

DefRegion(22, island41y) 

DefRegion(23, island42y) 



DefRegion(24, island43y) 

save(regions) 

 

//////////Magnetization of each island////////// 

m.SetRegion( 1, randommag().transl(((-dist2)+(-dist1)), -dist2  ,0)) 

m.SetRegion( 2, randommag().transl(-dist2, -dist2,0)) 

m.SetRegion( 3, randommag().transl(dist2-dist1, -dist2,0)) 

m.SetRegion( 4, randommag().transl(2*dist2-dist1, -dist2, 0)) 

m.SetRegion( 5, randommag().transl(-(dist1+dist2), 0, 0)) 

m.SetRegion( 6, uniform(1, 0, 0).transl(-dist1, 0, 0)) 

m.SetRegion( 7, uniform(-1, 0, 0).transl(dist2-dist1, 0, 0)) 

m.SetRegion( 8, randommag().transl(2*dist2-dist1, 0, 0)) 

m.SetRegion( 9, randommag().transl(-(dist1+dist2), dist2, 0)) 

m.SetRegion( 10, randommag().transl(-dist1, dist2, 0)) 

m.SetRegion( 11, randommag().transl(dist2-dist1, dist2, 0)) 

m.SetRegion( 12, randommag().transl(2*dist2-dist1, dist2, 0)) 

m.SetRegion( 13, randommag().transl(-dist2, -(dist1+dist2), 0)) 

m.SetRegion( 14, randommag().transl(0, -(dist1+dist2), 0)) 

m.SetRegion( 15, randommag().transl(dist2, -(dist1+dist2) , 0)) 

m.SetRegion( 16, randommag().transl(-dist2, dist1-dist2, 0)) 

m.SetRegion( 17, uniform(0, -1, 0).transl(0, dist1-dist2, 0)) 

m.SetRegion( 18, randommag().transl(dist2, dist1-dist2 , 0)) 

m.SetRegion( 19, randommag().transl(-dist2, dist1, 0)) 

m.SetRegion( 20, uniform(0, 1, 0).transl(0, dist1, 0)) 

m.SetRegion( 21, randommag().transl(dist2, dist1 , 0)) 

m.SetRegion( 22, randommag().transl(-dist2, dist2+dist1, 0)) 

m.SetRegion( 23, randommag().transl(0, dist2+dist1, 0)) 

m.SetRegion( 24, randommag().transl(dist2, dist2+dist1 , 0)) 

relax() 

save(m) 

//////////////// Output //////////// 

tableadd(m_full) 

tableadd(B_ext) 

tableadd(E_total) 

tableadd(E_demag) 

tableadd(E_exch) 

tableadd(SpinAngle) 

tablesave() 

 

/////////////////////// FMR-simulation //////////////// 

B_bias:= 0.000    //Applied static field [T]// 

angle := 2 

B_ext = vector(B_bias*cos(angle*Pi/180), B_bias*sin(angle*Pi/180), 0) 

relax() 

Amp := 0.001    //Excitation amplitude// 

t0 := 1e-7 

f := 30e+9     // Band width// 

omega := 2*pi*f 

B_ext = vector(B_bias, 0, Amp*sin(omega*(t-t0))/(omega*(t-t0))) 

TableAutoSave(1e-12)   //sampling every 1e-12 [s] 

run(10e-9)     //Pulse duration 

 



7.2 Matlab code

The script stated below is the one used to process data from Mumax3 and
perform Fast Fourier Transform on it. It renders a .tex-�le including fre-
quency and magnetization in z-direction in two columns, that can be plotted
using a program of choice.
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%clear all  
%close all 

  
duration = 10e-9;              %measurement length (s)  
T = 1e-12;                     %table autosave period / sampling period (s)  
Fs = 1/T;                      %sampling frequency (Hz) 
time_steps = duration/T;       %number of time steps in simulation 
field_i = 0;                   % starting magnetic field 
field_f = 0;                   % end magnetic field 
field_incr = 0.001;            % field increment, cant be zero 
field_steps = abs(field_i-field_f)/field_incr+1; % number of field steps 
averaging = 1000;              %averaging to cancel dc magnetization 
maxF=30e+9;                    %max Frequency  
filename = 'table.txt';        %Choose file to process 

  
%Importing data 
[time, m_x, m_y, m_z, m_full_x, m_full_y, m_full_z, ... 
    B_ext_x, B_ext_y, B_ext_z, E_tot, E_demag] = 

import_field_sweep(filename, field_steps, time_steps); 

  
%Fast Fourier Transform of m(t) 
L = length(time); 
NFFT = 2^nextpow2(L); %FFT points 
Fs = Fs/2*linspace(0,1, NFFT/2+1); 
[FFTx, FFTy, FFTz] = FFT_of_magnetization(field_steps, averaging, L, NFFT, 

m_x, m_y, m_z, maxF, Fs); 

  
%Cut coloumns to appropriate length 
j = find(Fs<13e+9); 
j = max(j)+1; 

  
%Logatritm and multiplying for GHz  
logfftz=(log(FFTz(1:j, :))); 
Fs=Fs(1:j).*(10^(-9)); 
Fs=Fs'; 

  
plot= [Fs, logfftz]; %Table of two coloums: frequency and FFT of M(z)  
dlmwrite('plot.txt', plot) % Print table to text file 

  

  

 

 


